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COMPANY SNAPSHOT

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS

RocketFuel Blockchain, Inc. is global payments
processing company offering highly efficient 1-click
check-out solutions to eCommerce merchants and
their customers. RocketFuel’s solution focuses on
enhanced customer privacy protection eliminating
the risk of data breach while improving speed,
security and ease of use. RocketFuel users are able
to enjoy seamless check-out using their favorite
cryptocurrencies or direct bank transfers and forget
the clunky cart and card paradigm of the past.
RocketFuel merchants are able to implement new
impulse buying schemes and generate new sales
channels unavailable in current eCommerce
solutions.

RKFL is an early mover as a global provider of
one-click online payment options using Bitcoin
and 40+ other cryptocurrencies. Moreover, RKFL
is the first cryptocurrency payment service to provide
a seamless one-click checkout experience.

KEY STATISTICS
Price as of 3/31/21
52 Week High – Low
Est. Shares Outstanding
Market Capitalization
Average Volume
Exchange

$1.32
$3.25 - $0.50
24.2M
$31.9M
17,008
OTCQB

COMPANY INFORMATION
RocketFuel Blockchain, Inc.
201 Spear Street, Suite 1100
San Francisco CA 94105
Web: www.RocketFuelBlockchain.com
Email: info@rocketfuelblockchain.com
Phone : 424.256.8560

The market is huge and growing at an enviable
rate. According to Markets and Markets, the
blockchain technology market is expected to reach
the $39.7B mark in 2025, up from $3B in 2020.
Current eCommerce methods are outdated,
problematic, and costly, while the Company’s
platform is designed to improve the merchant
and customer experience. Implementation should
lead to lower merchant costs, potential recurring
business and may foster customer loyalty.
Management has a proven track record of
developing new technologies, bringing them to
market, and generating value for the investors.
The CEO has exited 5 other companies. Thus, we
envision RKFL emerging as a takeover candidate.
Our forecasts suggest sales will jump from
$1.8M to $40M in 3 years, with meaningful EPS.
Stocks tend to generate their greatest gains when
the transition from early adoption to mass market
appeal begins, which could begin in late 2021.
Our 6-12-month target of $6.15 reflects a
reasonable 4x our FY24 sales estimate of $40M
and roughly 28x our $0.22 EPS forecast. This
target could prove to be conservative if adoption
accelerates.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
The View from 30,000 Feet
Blockchain payments innovator RocketFuel Blockchain, Inc. (OTCQB – RKFL) is
poised to transform the global eCommerce industry, in our view. The Company is an
early mover as a global provider of one-click online payment options using Bitcoin
and dozens of other cryptocurrencies. Moreover, RocketFuel is the first
cryptocurrency payment service to provide a seamless and elegant one-click
checkout experience that today's digital and mobile-centric consumers have come to
expect from eCommerce marketplaces, such as Amazon (NASDAQ – AMZN).
The RocketFuel platform, based on patent-pending technology, enables merchants
and consumers to easily complete payment for goods and services using 43 different
cryptocurrencies or direct bank transfer in a completely secure environment. A
significant benefit of the Company’s approach is that the entire shopping cart
checkout process can be executed via a distributed ledger or blockchain. Thus,
merchant websites will no longer required to operate complex, and costly payment
and check-out infrastructures. With the one-click checkout used on RocketFuelpartnered sites, consumers will enjoy unrivalled convenience .
As is typically the case with new technologies and applications with a broad scope,
we expect early adopters to dominate usage during 2021 as online merchants shopping cart and payment
solutions providers implement the crypto acceptance functionality, with mass market utilization occurring in 2022.
With estimates suggesting that the number of (non-Facebook) crypto wallet holders will grow to 250M+ in the
next 2-3 years, up from 68M today, substantial adoption lies ahead.
The Problem
eCommerce has enjoyed wide, mainstream adoption and in many cases has emerged as the shopping method
of choice for consumers during the COVID-19 pandemic. Unfortunately, for merchants and consumers alike,
many of the payment system setups and associated technologies in place today have underlying issues, which
in turn have a deleterious effect on merchant/consumer transaction execution.
For consumers, payment systems and shopping cart utilization can be awkward and clunky, require multiple
steps and redirects to 3rd parties, and may not be secure, resulting in a less than stellar customer experience.
For merchants, the current eCommerce payment infrastructure is even more problematic. In most cases,
merchants are required to use an intermediary, costing billions in excess expenses annually. Roughly 1 in 5
carts leave without completing a transaction because consumers do not trust the merchant’s system. Plus, in
most cases, fees are high, payments are delayed, and exorbitant fees due to fraud, fraud prevention, and
chargebacks related to the inefficient back-end operations can be excessive, reducing profits.
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The Solution
In contrast, by leveraging modern blockchain technology and its proprietary platform, RocketFuel offers
consumers a single-click pay solution, pay with crypto or direct bank transfer option with no redirects or filling
out forms as the information is stored at once. The process is seamless-simple, efficient, secure, and convenient.
Merchants generate higher shopping cart conversion, pay lower fees, have greater security, transparency, less
fraud, and improved cash flow. With a better experience for both sides of the transaction, and improved order
and shipping fulfillment, merchants can foster loyalty and generate recurring business.
Today and Tomorrow
The Company launched its first product in a live environment in March 2021 and with two travel merchant
customers and a tax auditing firm in hand, management intends to continue to develop the check-out technology
with several larger U.S. eCommerce merchants, social media and blogsites. With connections to several larger
eCommerce merchants, near term sales and marketing efforts will focus on a few “big fish” rather than many
smaller merchants and will scale up initiatives as funding permits. We believe that the Company will also target
specific verticals that may be a source of early adopters and crypto wallet holders in verticals such as online
gambling, gaming, and with merchants selling high ticket items. In conjunction with this targeted approach,
RocketFuel may utilize social media to generate awareness and attract consumer influencers. Given that the
phase from early adoption to mass market adoption can take 12-18 months, we believe that the Company could
enjoy exponential merchant sign-ups going forward, along with consumer utilization, from 2021-2022, with the
greatest recurring platform utilization by consumers beginning in 2023.
Financial Forecasts and Valuation
It is difficult to accurately project the deployment and adoption success of a new technology and application such
as the unique RocketFuel blockchain and crypto payment service. However, given the underlying growth rates
in blockchain ledger utilization for financial and payment transactions, as well as the proliferation of crypto wallet
adoption, it is clear that major upside exists. Widespread adoption and growth are further affirmed by the
Company’s underlying offering which solves major unmet needs in eCommerce for merchants and consumers
alike. As with many young companies, it comes down to efficient execution. The management has a strong,
proven track record of developing new technologies, bringing them to market, and generating value for the
investors. The CEO has exited 5 other companies.
We should note that our forecasts largely reflect the typical growth inherent in new technology firms from early
mover/early adopter stage to mass market appeal. Plus, the speed with which adoption in the online world occurs
tends to be faster than most historical segments, further bolstering our investment thesis and projected growth
rates. The variables in our forecasts tend to be the average fee percentage charged to merchants as well as
revenue derived via license. It is too early in the maturation cycle to firmly estimate such revenue breakdowns
or figures.
To simplify and streamline our initial forecasts, we have estimated $100M in business transacted at an average
fee of 1.8% for Year 1 (Apr 2021-Mar 2022), reduced to 1.5% on $800M in transactions in FY23E and $2.5B in
transactions for FY24E. While we believe additional revenue streams could be booked in FY23E, we view such
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contribution as a bonus at this time. However, we do project $2.5M in licensing revenue and other fees in FY24E.
Based on this model, we project revenue of $1.8M in FY22E with a loss of $2.45M, or ($0.09) and revenue of
$12M in FY23E with net profit of $650K, or $0.02. We preliminarily project $40M in revenue ($37.5M in
transaction fees and $2.5M in licensing fees) for FY24E with net of $7.3M, or $0.22, and a net margin of 18.3%.
Given the game-changing technology and its resultant impact on the use of cryptocurrencies along with
ecommerce efficiency and volume, we believe that RKFL could be afforded premium valuations as adoption
occurs. Going forward, we recommend investors value the Company based on milestone events such as
merchant signup as we view 2021 as a key infrastructure, proof-of-concept year, with major revenue growth in
the cards in 2022 (fiscal 2023). Our 6-12-month target of $6.15 reflects a reasonable 4x our FY24 (CY23) sales
estimate of $40M and roughly 28x our $0.22 EPS forecast. This target could prove to be conservative if adoption
accelerates later this year or in early 2022.
Finally, we believe that as a critical mass adoption among merchant occurs, the Company could emerge as a
takeover candidate by a leading payment services or provider entity. RocketFuel’s leadership has an enviable
history of building and selling technology start-ups at key inflection points. While this event may not occur, it may
have an occasional impact on valuation and should provide further confidence in management’s capabilities.

INDUSTRY PRIMER: BLOCKCHAIN
According to a recent report by Markets and Markets, the
blockchain technology market is expected to reach the $39.7B
mark in 2025, up from $3B in 2020.
A blockchain, also known as a “distributed ledger technology,”
is a sequential, ever-growing, time-stamped set of records used
to secure transactions across multiple devices that are grouped
in blocks and maintained by disparate participants. Each block
is interdependent, making alterations of records economically
difficult if not outright impossible.
Transactions in money, equities, bonds, titles, deeds, contracts, and virtually all other kinds of assets can be
implemented and stored securely, privately, and from peer to peer, because trust is established by network
consensus, cryptography, collaboration, and sophisticated code---without intermediaries. Given the opportunities
associated with such a disruptive technology, many firms in varied industries are actively operating in the space
to transact business, agreements and financial transactions more efficiently.
Commercial and central banks across the world are now using blockchain technology for payment processing
and issuing of their digital currencies. The technology enables cross-border payments that are less expensive
and faster as compared to traditional systems. The remittance cost within the blockchain is 2% to 3% of the total
amount as compared to other third parties as blockchain does not require third-party authentication. Even
governments are introducing CBDCs (Central Bank Digital Currency) to replace cash and traditional fiatcurrencies. Plus, they are putting social media behemoths such as Facebook and Google under scrutiny for their
lack of privacy protection and data security.
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One of the most popular applications of blockchain is cryptocurrency. Trading in cryptocurrency is relatively easy
compared to other assets. You can begin trading just by signing up for various wallets on the market.
Furthermore, there are different types of wallet apps, each with its own advantages, such as levels of security,
accessibility, and more. The most popular and well-known wallet is Coinbase with 639,885 daily active users
(DAUs). If Facebook’s Libra initiative to its 2B users is successful, this figure will be dwarfed in short order.
The payments segment dominated the market in 2020 and accounted for more than 44.0% share of the global
revenue. Blockchain technology improves payment system efficiency, minimizes operating costs, and offers
transparency. These benefits provided by blockchain technology are increasing its use in payment solutions,
thus, driving the segment growth. At the same time, blockchain reduces the need for middlemen in payment
processing, which is also a major factor driving the segment growth.
Bitcoin (the largest cryptocurrency) is the most popular application of blockchain, but increasingly this innovative
technology can be used in various business and commercial purposes. The elimination of the middleman in
various transactions and processes promises a much more efficient workflow using blockchain. Additionally,
increasing concerns about privacy and security make blockchain an ideal technological pipeline for modern
processes.
Enter the eCommerce application.

ROCKETFUEL: THE GAME-CHANGER
When validating a new market or technology, it is instructive to review history as it tends to repeat itself. Most
major technology breakthroughs and disruptions had a few things in common:
•
•

A large, inefficient market, usually based on old technologies and processes, generating problems and
unnecessary cost for all stakeholders.
A new technology allowing new companies to invent new solutions that address these problems.

Some examples include improved internet technology which enabled Amazon to evolve our commerce habits
from brick and mortar to digital and mobile technology innovations and evolutions that have led to Uber and Lyft
transforming transportation. The payments industry is no different. Its architecture and operations are still based
on a 40-year-old physical card with a chip and limited fraud prevention capabilities. In contrast, digital
technologies such as blockchain and cryptocurrencies are prompting the replacement of the old architecture with
a new efficient, lower cost approach. y changes the way payments are made.
There is a huge inefficient market (the payment market) causing problems for all stakeholders. There is a
technology that has the potential to fix it. Enter RocketFuel Blockchain.
RocketFuel is a new frictionless blockchain based payment solution for eCommerce merchants to accept
payments in crypto or cash via bank transfer and receive payment and shipping information in one one-click
transaction without the need for payment intermediaries. In anticipation of a major proliferation in crypto utilization
for payments and business, large eCommerce and retail merchants now accept crypto as a payment method. In
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fact, over one-third of all small and medium-sized U.S. companies already accept Bitcoin as a B2B payment
source.
The eCommerce space is estimated to be $3.5T, yet it represents less than 15% of total commerce. PayPal, a
significant player in the online payments arena with over 350M users, allowed users to buy and sell crypto and
just announced its “Checkout for Crypto” feature. This function, allows users to instantly convert their Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Litecoin, or Bitcoin Cash to US dollars (with no additional transaction fees) that PayPal then uses to
complete the transaction. In our view, this is a validation of the RocketFuel approach and will likely capture its
share of this function. Still, since it lacks the 1-click convenience and appears to still be clunky and expensive
relative to our forecast of the RocketFuel pricing, RocketFuel remains in the driver’s seat.
As mentioned above, existing solutions are costly, impact conversion, not secure, leads to fraud, and will
eventually go the way of the milkman. Merchants and consumers alike crave security, convenience,
transparency, low cost and trust.
The RocketFuel Approach
The Company provides check-out and payment systems directly on the check-out page that securely automate
and simplify the way online payment and shipping information is received by merchants from their customers.
The check-out systems are designed to enhance customers’ data protection, enabling consumers to pay for
goods and services using cryptocurrencies or by direct transfers from their bank accounts without exposing
spending credentials such as credit card data. At the same time, the check-out systems are designed to increase
the speed, security and ease of use for both customers and merchants and include a merchant portal that
provides detailed transactions and metrics about payments received by the merchant.
They also include a customer portal where shoppers are able to track their payments, configure payment defaults
and connect with various cryptocurrency exchanges and banks to facilitate payment to merchants. Merchants
are able to integrate a unique pop-up user interface that allows customers to pay directly from their ecommerce
checkout page with no need to redirect to another website or web page.
Data is key and the merchant portal is updated instantly when a payment transaction is made on the merchant
website. The merchant is notified of the transaction and can see the transaction details, including the customer
that made the transaction, the transaction amount and the transaction items. This information is added to the
merchant dashboard where various metrics are tracked and displayed to the merchant, including information
about the various cryptocurrencies that are used for payments to that merchant and the funds received by the
merchant from the different currencies.
Customers of merchants that use the RocketFuel payment solution are able to track their payments in their online
portal. They are also able to track payments they made to all the merchants that are integrated with the
RocketFuel payment technology within one consolidated user portal. They are able to connect to multiple
exchanges including Coinbase, Binance, Kraken, Gemini and others to pay directly from them. They can also
pay from any cryptocurrency wallet. Customers are able to connect with multiple bank accounts to pay from as
well.
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The “single-click” RocketFuel check-out solution is based on
a streamlined check-out process for eCommerce purchases.
The payment user interface is displayed as a stand-alone
popup that allows the creation of new accounts as well as
payment directly from crypto exchanges, crypto wallets, and
bank accounts, with no redirects to browser tabs or pages.
This can be integrated as a plugin on the merchant checkout
page or as a browser extension. The plugin comes
integrated with popular ecommerce platforms including
WooCommerce, Shopify, Prestashop and others. The
payment interface is designed for both web and mobile checkout experiences. Merchants are able to integrate
the RocketFuel payment interface to their checkout page with software development kits (SDKs) that are
available via the merchant portal. Application programming interfaces (APIs) are also available to the merchant
for deeper integration into backend systems, ERP platforms, and other third-party platforms.
Cryptocurrencies are stored in different types of cryptocurrency wallets. These wallets can include mobile
wallets, web wallets, desktop wallets, hardware wallets, and exchange wallets. Currently, it can be a difficult,
confusing and multi-step process to use these wallets to make cryptocurrency payments. With RocketFuel’s
blockchain solution, cryptocurrency holders can use any of the above digital wallets to make payment for
products or services to any RocketFuel merchant with 1, 2, or 3 steps.
Using the “single-click” RocketFuel check-out technology and check-out button, consumers will no longer be redirected to a third-party With the RocketFuel solution, eCommerce merchants will need no contact or other
information exchange with the consumer in order to receive their payment or shipping details. Instead, they will
have immediate visibility of payments from customers via the RocketFuel payment system, which may be
integrated into merchants’ fulfillment centers.
Looking ahead, the technology will also be used for different scenarios, including paying for services, paying
invoices, and other payment strategies. In addition, under a future version of the payment system,
advertisements in which the entire check-out process is embedded will be able to be placed on third party
websites and sales may be completely finalized there. Thus, the platform will enable eCommerce strategies that
can include advertisements with a fully integrated check-out process. This prospective feature is unlike any other
currently in use today and could eventually be a significant driver of revenue, once completed. Such
advertisements will provide significant new sales channels to retailers that are simply not possible with legacy
check-out solutions.
In addition to potential competition from PayPal, the primary competitor remains Bitpay, which is already well
established as the leading crypto payment technology in the market, having been founded in 2011. Given that
RocketFuel offers a better user experience for crypto payments, allows payment from dozens of other
cryptocurrencies, and other wallets, and exchanges, RocketFuel’s diversity is a major strength. RocketFuel also
offers services that Bitpay currently does not, such as providing merchants immediate visibility of payment
transactions, real time metrics of transactions and customers, easy integration to ecommerce checkout as well
as deep integration to backend platforms. Furthermore, with an average of 72,000 transactions per month, it will
not take significant merchant penetration for RocketFuel to surpass Bitpay, in our view.
www.goldmanresearch.com
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Target Markets
The Company’s initial target market is the travel industry and RockeFuel already has signed up two sizable
customers: Sky Tours and Military Fares. It should be noted that worldwide sales of flight tickets sold online in
2019 was $540B and the 2 largest reservations systems generate more than $10B in yearly revenue, making
this vertical a hot commodity. Management plans to target travel merchant and web platforms. Given the
complexity of the intermediaries and reservation systems, high costs and notoriously delayed payments, the
RocketFuel solution can simplify the payment process and customers no longer have to provide sensitive
information. We believe other verticals such as online gambling, the procurement of gift cards, and high-ticket
items could prove to be lucrative for the Company. As a result, we expect sales and marketing headcount to rise
over the next 12-18 months, in conjunction with rapid deployment and implementation of existing and future
solutions.

ROCKETFUEL BLOCKCHAIN LEADERSHIP TEAM
Gert Funk, Chairman, Founder, Chief Product Officer
Gert Funk has over 15 years as a payment service provider for international eCommerce merchants. A serial
entrepreneur since 1990, he is the founder of RocketFuel Blockchain, Inc. Gert has been an expert in blockchain
technology and applications for eCommerce since 2015.
Peter Jensen, Chief Executive Officer
Peter Jensen is an experienced executive with extensive global experience within enterprise software. After
holding sales and marketing positions within Oracle, Symantec, and VMware in Europe and the US, Peter has
been focusing on building and growing start-ups in Silicon Valley as CEO and VP of Sales. Examples include
Thinstall (acquired by VMware), StopTheHacker (acquired by Cloudflare), ParStream (acquired by CISCO),
SPanugo (acquired by IBM), and others. He is currently the CEO of RocketFuel Blockchain, a fintech software
company providing a payment solution that allows eCommerce merchants to receive Crypto payments.
Bennett Yankowitz, Chief Financial Officer
Bennett Yankowitz is an expert in ICO law with more than 30 years of experience as a corporate attorney with
leading law firms. Ben specializes in securities, financial and merger and acquisition transactions. He holds law
degrees from the University of Southern California and the University of Cambridge.
Rohan Hall, Chief Technology Officer
Rohan Hall has over 30 years of experience in the technology sector, Rohan is a noted and published author
and Fintech company founder. A serial entrepreneur and Blockchain expert, Rohan has had successful
blockchain exits.
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FINANCIAL FORECASTS
(Analyst’s Note: These forecasts are our own and we did not receive guidance or projections from RKFL
management.)
Our forecasts largely reflect the typical growth inherent in new technology firms from early mover/early adopter
stage to mass market appeal. Plus, the speed with which adoption in the online world occurs tends to be faster
than most historical segments, further bolstering our investment thesis and projected growth rates. The
variables in our forecasts tend to be in the average fee percentage charged to merchants as well as revenue
derived via license. It is too early in the maturation cycle to estimate such revenue breakdowns or figures.
To simplify and streamline our initial forecasts, we have estimated $100M in business transacted at an average
fee of 1.8% for FY22E or Year 1 (Apr 2021-Mar 2022), reduced to 1.5% on $800M in transactions in FY23E
and $2.5B in transactions for FY24E. While we believe additional revenue streams could be booked in FY23E,
we view such contribution as a bonus at this time. However, we do project $2.5M in licensing revenue and
other fees in FY24E. Based on this model, we project revenue of $1.8M in FY22E with a loss of $2.45M, or
($0.09) as management begins meaningful sales and marketing expenses to build awareness and execute
merchant signups in key verticals such as the travel industry and online gambling.
In FY23E, we forecast significant revenue growth with top line reaching the $12M mark. Total operating
expenses are estimated to reach $8.25M with expanded sales and marketing expenses, along with R&D,
reflecting upgrades to the core functionality. Based on this model, net profit is slated to reach $650K, or $0.02,
with a slight rise in shares outstanding to reflect a modest fundraise in conjunction with a prospective up-list to
NASDAQ. We preliminarily project $40M in revenue ($37.5M in transaction fees and $2.5M in licensing fees)
for FY24E with net of $7.3M, or $0.22, and a net margin of 18.3%.
It should be noted that while there are not material direct COGS, we have allocated some indirect expenses to
arrive at a gross margin of around 72-73% for all years. We believe that this is conservative and may have to
be adjusted higher, thereby raising profitability and our price target.

RISK FACTORS
In our view, the Company’s biggest risks are straightforward: the timing and magnitude of broad adoption of its
core technology and applications by both merchants and consumers. Secondary risks include changes in the
regulatory environment affecting utilization along with marketing effectiveness. Competitive risks include lower
pricing, more effective sales/marketing, greater functionality and features. The aforementioned risks could come
from larger competitors, existing firms, or new entrants. Still, these future concerns are consistent with firms of
RocketFuel’s size and early mover standing. Moreover, we believe that the Company’s seasoned management
team is prepared to overcome these hurdles and generate significant top-line growth, deployment and
implementations.
Volatility and liquidity are typical concerns for microcap stocks that trade on the over the counter (OTC) stock
market. In addition to a recent funding access announcement regarding Triton Funds, management may seek
to raise additional capital next year in conjunction with an up-list to NASDAQ, to fund corporate expansion and
www.goldmanresearch.com
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potential M&A. An overriding financial benefit as a public company is the favorable access to and the availability
of capital to fund product launches, consistent marketing campaigns and other initiatives. Since the proceeds of
any future funding would be used in large part to advance major business development and sales, we believe
that any dilutive effect from such a funding could be offset by related increases in market value.

VALUATION AND CONCLUSION
RKFL is an early mover as a global provider of one-click online payment options using Bitcoin and 40+ other
cryptocurrencies. Moreover, RKFL is the first cryptocurrency payment service to provide a seamless one-click
checkout experience. The market is huge and growing at an enviable rate. According to Markets and Markets,
the blockchain technology market is expected to reach the $39.7B mark in 2025, up from $3B in 2020.
Current eCommerce methods are outdated, problematic, and costly, while the Company’s platform is designed
to improve the merchant and customer experience. Implementation should lead to lower merchant costs,
potential recurring business and may foster customer loyalty.
Management has a proven track record of developing new technologies, bringing them to market, and generating
value for the investors. The CEO has exited 5 other companies. Thus, we envision RKFL emerging as a takeover
candidate. At present, our forecasts suggest sales will jump from $1.8M to $40M in 3 years, with meaningful
EPS. Stocks tend to generate their greatest gains when the transition from early adoption to mass market appeal
begins, which could begin in late 2021.
Given the game-changing technology and its resultant impact on the use of cryptocurrencies along with
ecommerce efficiency and volume, we believe that RKFL could be afforded premium valuations as adoption
occurs. Going forward, we recommend investors value the Company based on milestone events such as
merchant signup as we view 2021 as a key infrastructure, proof-of-concept year, with major revenue growth in
the cards in 2022 (fiscal 2023). Our 6-12-month target of $6.15 reflects a reasonable 4x our FY24 (CY23) sales
estimate of $40M and roughly 28x our $0.22 EPS forecast. This target could prove to be conservative if adoption
accelerates later this year or in early 2022.
Finally, we believe that as a critical mass adoption among merchant occurs, the Company could emerge as a
takeover candidate by a leading payment services or provider entity. RocketFuel’s leadership has an enviable
history of building and selling technology start-ups at key inflection points. While this event may not occur, it may
have an occasional impact on valuation and should provide further confidence in management’s capabilities.
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Table I. RocketFuel Blockchain, Inc.
Pro Forma Income Statement
Fiscal Year: March 31
($,000)

FY21E

FY22E

FY23E

FY24P

TOTAL REVENUE

$0

$1,800

$12,000

$40,000

Cost of Sales

$0

$500

$3,300

$10,700

Gross Profit

$0

$1,300

$8,700

$29,300

N/A

72.2%

72.5%

73.3%

SG&A

$875

$3,500

$7,500

$20,500

R&D

$50

$250

$750

$1,500

Total Operating Expenses

$925

$3,750

$8,250

$22,000

Operating Income

Gross Margin

,

($925)

($2,450)

$450

$7,300

Operating Income Margin

N/A

N/A

3.8%

18.3%

Add' Inc. (Exp)

$0

$0

$200

$500

($875)

($2,450)

$650

$7,800

$0

$0

$0

$1,560
$1,400

Net Income

($875)

($2,450)

$650

$6,240

Diluted Earnings Per Share

($0.04)

($0.09)

$0.02

$0.22

Wtd. Est. Shares Outstanding

24,238
6400000

26,000

28,000

28,500

Earnings Before Interest and Taxes
Taxes

Sources: RKFL, OTC Markets, and Goldman Small Cap Research
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RECENT TRADING HISTORY FOR RKFL
(Source: www.BigCharts.com)
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SENIOR ANALYST: ROBERT GOLDMAN
Rob Goldman founded Goldman Small Cap Research in 2009 and has over 25 years of investment and company
research experience as a senior research analyst and as a portfolio and mutual fund manager. During his tenure
as a sell side analyst, Rob was a senior member of Piper Jaffray's Technology and Communications teams.
Prior to joining Piper, Rob led Josephthal & Co.'s Washington-based Emerging Growth Research Group. In
addition to his sell-side experience Rob served as Chief Investment Officer of a boutique investment
management firm and Blue and White Investment Management, where he managed Small Cap Growth portfolios
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